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r.
	
	 Observations by the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft of the interplanetary
magnetic field between 1 and 5 AU have been used to investigate the
lar€pe-scale structure of the IMP in the years 1977 to 1M1, a period of
•
	
	 ocrea3ing solar activity. This complements the Pioneer 10, 11
investigation between 1-8.5 AU during 1972 to 1976 when the sun was less
active. In contrast to the good agreement of the Pioneer observations with:
i
r !	 the ideal field configuration of the Parker spiral model during rear solar
minimum conditions, the Voyager spacecraft found notable deviations from
that configurati,or. We attribute these deviations both to temporal
4
variations associated with increasing solar activity, and to the effects of
ftuctuations of the field in the radial direction. The amplitude of the
letter fluctuations were found to be large relative to the magnitude of the
t radial field component itself beyond approximately 3 AU. 'rhe IMF sector
structure was generally not well-developed daring the period of this study.
Notable differences were found between Voyager 1 and Voyager 2
observations. '61 fferences in the region 1-2 AU are attributed to the
substantiall y different latitudes of the two spacecraft daaring much of the
period. Later differences are most likely associated with the fact that
the Voyagers moved through the region between ?! and 5 AU at different
times. Both Voyager i and Voyager 2 observed decreases with increasing
heliocentric distance in the amplitude of "transverse" fluctuations it B
which are consistent with the presence of predominantly 'undamped AlfvAn
waves in t he solar wind, although not necessarily implying the presence of
them. The presence of convective structures, compressive modes, and/or a
saturated instability of Alfven waves cannot be excluded by these Voyager
results. Fluctuations in the strength of B (relative to mean field
strength) were found to be snail in amplitude, with a RM5 which is
approximately one third of that for the transverse fluctuations, and they
are essentially independent of distnoe from the sun.
31. Introduction
The large-scale structure of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)
has been studied extensively both at 1 AU by earth-orbiting spacecraft
(Ness and Wilcox 1964, 1967; Burlaga and Ness, 1976; Ness et al., 1971;
Fairfield and Ness, 1974; Hedgecock, 1975) and over a wide range of
distances from the sun by various deep-space probes. Early observations by
Pioneer 6 and Mariners 2, 4 and 5 extended the investigation of the IMF
structure to the heliocentric distance range 0.66 to 1.45 AU and also
provided data on the radial dependence of the IMF (Burlaga and Ness, 1968;
Coleman et al., 1%9; Rosenberg and Coleman, 1969,: 1973; Villanti and
Mariani, 1975).. Further studies of the IMF inward to 0.46 and 0.31 AU by
Mariner 10 and the Helios spacecraft, respectively (Behannon, 10,76a,b;
Musmann et al., 1977; Burlaga et al., 1978a,b Mariani et al., 1978;
Neubauer, 1978; Villanti et al., 1979; Behannon et al., 1981) , and into the
outer solar system to greater than 8 AU by Pioneers 10 and 11 (Smith, 1974,
197 9; Rosenberg et al., 1977, 1978; Smith et al., 1978; Thomas and Smith,
1580) have contributed significantly to our understanding of the
fundamental global structural characteristics and temporal evolution of the
large-seal, field (see also review by Behannon, 1978). Pioneer 11, which
reached a heliographic latitude of 16 0, provided insight into the
three-dimensional structure of the field (Rosenberg, 1975; Rosenberg .t
al. , 1977; Smith et al., 1978; see also the review by Smith, 1979) .
These and other studies have shown that the large- scale, corotating IMF
generally has a structure which is variable in both solar longitude and
latitude, with at times a relatively steep gradient present, as a result of
the nonuniformi`Gy of both the global solar magnetic field and the solar
wind. The latter is structured through the presence of bounded, corotating
streams originating from discrete source regions on the sun (among numerous
studies see Schwenn et al., 1 ^78; Mitchell et al., 1981; and the review by
Hundhausen, 1979)
	
This ;structure is subsequently modified through
interactions between fast, and slow streams (Hundhausen, 1972, Burlaga,
1974; Gosling et al . , 1978; Rosenberg and Coleman, 1980) . Pioneers 10 and
11 have demonstrated the continued evolution of stream profiles and
interaction region signatures to distances beyond 5 AU (Smith and Wolfe,
Ji
41976, 1977). In addition to thse stream effects, the magnetic field
polarity sectoring observed in and near the ecliptic plane has been found
to depend on the location of the neutral surface at the photosphere and to
vary over the solar cycle (Burlaga et al., 1978a; Klein and Burlaga, 1980;
Hundhausen, 1579; Svalgaard and Wilcox, 1978; and others).
In a very gross sense, the average IMF is consistent with the Parker
formulation for a uniform, Archimedean spiral field (Parker, 1C.S8).
According to this model (hereafter called the "spiral model") power law
radial distance dependences for the radial and azimuthal field components
are predicted to have exponenta of -2 and -1, respectively, and B e = 0.
This model most nearly holds for long-term averages of the measured field.
There is considerable variability on time scales shorter than a solar
rotation as a result of the long-term, temporal evolution of the source
field at the sun and the stream source regions (King, 1979,  1 81; Barough
and King, 1975; Burlaga and King. 1979). Goth the short-term and the
long-term variability increase as solar activity increases. The purpose of
this present study is to investigate the large-scale structure of the IMF
in the region between 1 AU and s 5 AU, in the years 1977 to 1979 using
Voyager 1 and 2 data. This complements the Pioneer 10, 11 investigation of
the large-scale structure between 1-8.5 AU in the years 1M to 1976,  when
the sign was less active.
The Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft were launched on September 5, 1977 and
August 20, 1977, respectively, and arrived at Jupiter at 00 5 AU on March 5
(Voyager 1) and July 9, 1979 (Voyager 2) . The Voyager dual fluxgate
magnetometer systems have been described in detail by Behannon et al. ,
(1977). The period of cruise to Jupiter was at a time of increasing solar
activity, compared with the near solar minimum conditions that prevailed
during the earlier Pioneer studies. We shall show that notable deviations
r
	 from the ideal spiral configuration were observed by the Voyager spacecraft
at this time. We attribute these deviations both to temporal variatic is
associated with the increase in solar activity, and to the effects of
fluctuations of the field in the radial direction. The amplitude of these
fluctuations is found to be large relative to the magnitude of the radial
field component itself at distances beyond s 3 AU.
;f
52. Radial Variation of the Magnitude and Direction of B
One can examine the radial variations of B in at least three different
ways, each of which provides unique and valuable insights. First, one can
simply plot the magnitude of B, JB I a B, and two angles (a,d) as functions
of R. We use heliographic equatorial coordinates, in which R points away	 }
from the sun, T is parallel to the solar equatorial plane and in the
direction of motion of the planets, and IT forms a right-handed system. The
angle d is the elevation of B with respect to the A'-T plane, and a is the
azimuth, being zero for B radially outward and increasing counterclockwise
when viewed from the north. Second, one can plot distributions of the
differences between the observed and predicted values of B(R) 	 B P (R), a(R)
- aPGO and d(R) - 6P (R) for successive distance intervals, which we take
in increments of 1 AU. Third, one can plot components of B as a function
of R, viz., B = B R R + BT T + BN R. We shall consider each of the above
approaches in turn. Our aim is to assess the validity of the spiral model
as a lowest order description of the interplanetary magnetic field, and to
examine the departures from this model both as a function of distance and
of time.
We consider 24-hour averages of the magnetic field throughout this
paper. The 24-h,,ur average of the magnetic field strength, B, is computed
from hour-averages of the magnitude of B, and the corresponding angles
(X,8) are computed from hour averages of the components B 	 3R > = B cos d
cos a, < BT > = B cos a sin x, < b  > = B sin d).
The radial variation of B measured by Voyager 1 is shown in Figure 1.
Note that B is plotted on a log scale, which tends to reduce the
enhancements in B and enhance the depressions in B. This format has the
advantage that the relative changes in B may be compared directly at all
distances. For example, if 
max
/B in were the same for stream-related
perturbations at all distances, then log 
B max 
-log Bmin would be a ccnstant
and the scatter from the spiral model would be the same at all distances.
On a linear scale, changes in B at large distances, where B is mall, would
be difficult to see and evaluate, but this problem does not occur on a log
bscale. The curve in Figure 1 is the best fit of the theoretical curve BP
(A/R2) (R2 + 1)1/2 to the data on a semi-log scale where R is in AU; we
Lssume that (OR 1 /V) = 1 (n is the angular speed of the s►!u, R 1 is 1 AU, and
V is the solar wind speed). For Voyager 1, A
	 4.5 nT (corresponding to
mean value for B of 6.4 nT at 1 Ati). This curve provides a reasonably
accurate description of the overall decrease of B with R, but the
fluctuations about the curve are often large. The fluctuations are real
and too large to attribute to changes in WV alone. It will be shown in
subsequent papers that they are associated with specific flow systems and
dynamical processes which cannot be accounted for by the stationary spiral
model. Thus, while the spiral model provides a zeroth order de;r7c.„ iption of
the :observed B(B), the predicted field strength at a given distance/tine is
often in error by a factor of two or more.
The direction of B observed by Voyager 1 (see Figure 1) fluctuates
about the solar equatorial plane, d = 0, as eupected from the spiral model,
but again the fluctuations can be large at times. More interesting is the
longitudinal angle, a(R). Since the polarity of the field can be either
positive (B pointing away from the sun) or negative (B pointing toward tye
sun) , the spiral model gives two curves for a(R) as shown in Figure 1,
computed from XP = -tan 1 R assuming that OR 1 /V = 1. At 1 AU, for example,;
I  can be either 135 0 or 315 0 for n R1 /V	 1. Although the data show some
t!zndency to follow the theoretical curves, there is considerable scatter,
and the sector structure is not well-defined. Departure from the spiral
model curves is large even near 1 AU where it is known from previous
studies that the spiral model often provides a good description of the
data, and the data actually are closer to the theoretical curves at larger
distances. Thus, we attribute the departure of the data from the spiral
model curves to temporal variations. The solar wind was unusually
disturbed during the months following the launches of Voyagers 1 and 2,
corresponding to the increase in solar activity associated with the new
solar cycle. We stress again that Parker's spiral model is a stationary
model which cannot describe dynamical processes.
The Voyager 2 results for B(R), OR), and A(R) are shown in Figure 2.
In general, they are similar to the Voyager 1 results. The best fit curve
7to B(R) gave A o 4.0, which is somewhat lower than the Voyager 1 value but
not inconsistent with it. Again `he fluctuations in B are large, the
direction of B fluctuates about the equatorial plane, the Field is often
ke
far from the nominal spiral direction, and the sector strLviture is
generally not well-developed.
3. Distributions of B, a and b as a Function of Distance
We have seen that the magnetic field fluctuates considerably about the
,piral model, and in this section wo shall show the actual distributions of
A, 6 and X. Again we wW,, with 24-hour averages, and in order to have good
statistics, we consider data in increments of 1 AU, corresponding to time
intervals ranging from s 140 to o 200 days. The fluctuations about the
spiral model are shown most clearly by subtracting the theoretical values
from each daily average, i.e., we computed the distributions of log B(R)
log B P (R) = lag '%B/B P), 6(R) - 0, and X(R)	 aP (R) for data between 1-2 AU,
2-3 AU, 3-14 AU and 4-5 AU. The results ai , shown in Figures 3-6 for the
Voyager 1 and 2 data.
In Figure 3, we show the distribution of log B/B P rather than B because
1) it is consistent with the results in Figures 1 and 2, 2) it allows us to
compare the distributions at all distances in a meaningful way, and 3?
other authors (e.g,., Burlaga and King, 1 0,79) have shown that a distribution
of log B is more nearl;y gaussian than the distribution of B, which is
highly skewed by a tail at large B. The distribution peaks close to the
spiral model value, B/BP
	1, but it is skewed in favor of lower values.
At larger distances (Later times) both the mode and the median are at B/aP
> 1, i.e., the fields are stronger than predicted by the fit to the spiral
model. The Voyager data alone do not allow us to determine whether this is
a radial variation or a temporal variation (the measurements near 5 AU were
made more than a year after those near 1 AU). To distinguish among
temporal and spatial variations, we consider the distributions of B
obtained at 1 AU by IMP spacecraft in the years 1976, 1977, 1 c"78 and 1979,
shown in Figure 4. It is appar4nt that the field strength was increasing
during this period, and the change was due to a general displacement of the
histogram rather than simply an effect due to c skewing of the
r A
x8
distribution. King (1981) has reported that the mean field strength
increased from 5.4 nT in 1977 to 6•7 nT in 1979. Th$.s increase, which
presumably reflects an increase in 'the solar magnetic field strength, is
sufficient to account for the trends in the Voyager 2 data seen in Figure
3. It is possible that better agreement between the observations and the
spiral model could be obtained by allowing A to vary slowly with time in
the expression B = (A(t)/R2) (R2 + 1)1/2.
Comparing the Voyager 2 data with the, Voyager 1 data for the
distributions of log (B/BP) ( see Figure 3) , one sees differences that,
cannot be explained solely by an increase in the mean field, although that
effect can also be seen between launch and day August 25, 1978. The
greatest difference between Voyager 1 and 2 result. 115 in the histogram for
4-5 AU, the Voyager 1 histogram being broader and having a median closer to
B/B P
	1. The difference is probably due to the fact that the two
spacecraft sampled the region 4-5 AU at different times; Voyager 2 reached
4 AU 40 days after Voyager 1 and it reached 5 AU o 100 days Later than
Voyager 1. The differences between the histogram4 at distances less than 4
AU are smaller, as expected, because the two spacecraft passed through each
region in more nearly the same tide interval.
The distributions in Figure 3 are not smooth and there are differences
in detail between the Voyager 1 and 2 results partly because of the limited
statistics. There are approximately 100 to 200 points in each of the
histograms, so the uncertainty in the peak values, which are near a
fractional value F	 0.1, are approximately (0.1 x 1.00) 1/2/100 to (0.1 x
200) 1/2/200 or s 0.02 to 0.03; similarly, the corresponding uncertainties
at F	 0.05 are s 0.015 to 0.02.
Now consider the behavior of the azimuthal direction of the magnetic
field shown by the distributions of a - hP in Figure 5. In this case we
used the measured speeds and calculated the theoretical value X  - tan-1
((01/V R) , R in AU, whenever measurements of V were available; for tinges
when measurements of V were not available, we set V = 400 km/s. The -spiral
model predicts two peaks, one at a - AP _ 0, and another at A
	 X 	
1800.
Figure 5 shows a general tendency for peaks to occur at the theoretical
9values, but th.4 peaks are broad, and often the field direction is
perpendicular to the spiral ;direction near a - 1P = 0,,0°. Thus, whiles the
spiral model gives a useful zeroth order description,,. the field is often
for from the nominal directions and the fluctuations about the spiral
direction cannot be disregarded. Comparing Voyager 1 and 2 results, one
sees that there are large differences at all distances. Although the
statistical errors are larger here than in Figure 3 becat:.,se the data are
spread out into more "bins" they cannot account for the major differences
that are observed. Between 4-5 AU where the greatest differences occur,
Voyager 2 observed fields Close to the spiral direction and primarily of
negative polarity, whereas Voyager 1 observed a rather broad distribution
with more nearly equal positive and negative polarities. The latitudinal
separation was 
s 
0. r°, so it is unlikely that the difference is simply a
spatial effect related to the position of the current sheet. The
difference is pr-)bably o temporal effect, since the two spacecraft moved
between 4-5 AU at very different times--a few solar rotations apart. The
differences between the histograms for 3-4 AU and 2-3 AU being smaller is
consistent with the smaller difference in times corresponding to the
transits by Voyager 1 and 2. However, the histogram differences for 1-2 AU
are surprisingly large, considering that the two spacecraft moved through
this region in nearly the same time interval (November 18, 1977 to January
10, 1 978 for Voyager 2 and September 5, 1977 to January 9, 1978 for Voyager
1). This difference may be related to the fact that the two spacecraft
were at substantially different latitudes (the latitude difference became
as large as 3.7 0) during much of this period, for It is known that sector
structure can be very sensitive to spacecraft latitude (Smith, 1979;
Villante et al., 1979 Burlaga et al,, 1981) .
Finally, consider the distributions of d angles :or Voyager 1 and 2 as
a function of distance, shown in Figure 6. The most probable value is
within 10+0 (the bin size) of the spiral model value in every ^ase. There
are some differences in the shape of the distributions, especially at 4-5
AU and to a lesser extend at 3-4 AU, which can be attributed to temporal
variations, and there are differences in detail owing to the statistical
uncertainties. - In general, however, the spiral model provides a rather
satisfactory description of the 6-angle of the field. This of coarse
10
follows from the assumption that 6 0° near the solar equator, which is
motivated 111 symmetry considerations.
4. Radial Variations of the Cartesian Components of
The equations for the spiral field model are simplest when. the
components of are described in an orthonormol/spherical ,^.oc;^ ► <,nate
system: + BR r-2 , + BT - r-1, BN = 0. In practice it is ;accessary to
plot average values for those components (we use 24-hr averages) , and for
this some care is required because of the presence of sector boundaries and
fluctuations. Suppose, for example, that there is a sector boundary in the
middle of the averaging interval. Then B R and BT are positive in one half
of the :Interval and negative in the second half, giving < BR > = < B T > 0
even if the field strength is constant and non-zero throughout the
interval. This artifact can be removed by computing• 4 ;BR A > and < I BT I >.
However, when one takes the average of an absolute magnitude the
fluctuations do not "average out s'. For example, we have seen in Figures 1,
2 and 6 that 6 fluctuates about zero, which o;;ans that BN fluctuates about
zero. In this case one might have < BN > = 0 but < IBN ( > A 0. Similarly,
if BR = BRP + e B and if e B s BRP , where BRP is the nominal spiral model
value and AB is a fluctuations component, then < IBR 1 > > < B R >. This
must be considered in dealing with real data, in which dynamical
fluctuations are always present, and one should note that the spiral model
assumes }hat no fluctuations are present, i.e., that AB = 0. A third
method, which avoids the difficulties of those two approaches, is to use
sector.-weighted averages, which means that one must den.ide in advance which
polarity is appropriate (e.g., Rosenberg et al., 1 0,78). The problem with
this approach is that one must introduce an arbitrary criterion for
identifying positive and negative polarities, and this can be a serious
ambiguity when the field is far from the spiral direction, as it frequently
is for the data set under consideration ( see Figures 1 and 2). We shall
present results obtained using only the first two methods: 24-hour
averages of the magitudes of BR, B T . BN ; and magnitudes of 24-hour averages
of these quantities.
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FigurO 7 shows the Voyager 1 observations of < B >, < JBR C >, < JBT I >
and < 118 N I > as functions of distance between 1-5 AU, on a log-log scale.
The panel showing < B > vs. R gives the same data as Figure 1 In a slightly
different format. The corresponding curve is the best fit described in
:section 2, and again one sees that it gives a satisfactory zeroth order
approximation but does not account for the rather large fluctuations on a
smaller scale.
The data for < JB R I > vs R in Figure 7 gt+e results which are
unexpected and inconsistent with the spiral model. Near 1 AU the data
scatter about a value which is close to the average value measured at 1 AU
(King, 1981) , and close to that given by the linear least squares fit to
the data, but ;year 5 AU the data lie primarily above the spiral model. The
discrepancy is seen also in the exponent obtained from the least squares
fit, viz. < IB R I > s R-1.56 ± 0.05 which is to be compared with R-2
predicted by the spiral model. The inability of the spiral model to fit
the data can be attributed to its neglect of the effect of fluctuations.
The effect of such fluctuations on the fits can be estimated as fellows.
It was shown above that the field direction fluctuates about d = 0 0 , hence
< I B N > represents the effects of fluctuations. A least squarer fit to
< JBN > vs R (see Figure 7) gives 1.9 R -1.18 , sc that < I BN! > exceeds the
predictions of the spiral model beyond 2.5 AU. This is illustrated by the
lines in Figure 7, where one sees that the spiral model line for BR(R)
intersects the best fit curve for < IBN 1 vs R ';which represents the
fluctuations) at s 2.5 AU.. Near 1 AU < IB R ( > is primarily a measure of
the large- scale field., but near 5 AU it is primarily a measure of the
fluctuations. In other words, the radial component of the large-scale
field given by the spiral model is in the "noise" beyond s 2.5 AU.
At large distances from the sun, the principal component of the field
is BT , since this falls off more slowly than B R (R). Figure 7 shows the
obse ,vations of < {BT ) > versus R for the Voyager , 1 data, together with the
linear least squares fit, < I BTI > ( R)	 3.3 R-1.2. This is everywhere
larger than the fluctuation leve.j represented by < J B N J >. It falls off
somewhat more rapidly with R than predictedby the spiral model (F->1'2
instead of R71 ), but the uncertainty on the exponent is - 0.7 and the
t
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scatter of the points about the best-fit line is large, so the discrepancy
is not very significant.
The corresponding results for < IB I >, < IBT I > < I-4 3 I >, and < I BN I >
w	 versus R for the Voyager 2 data are summarized by the parameters describing
'	 the least squares fits, listed in Table 1. The radial variation of
^t
C IBR J > is essentially the same for Voyager 1 and 2, viz. R- 1.56 ± 0. 0 6
and R-1.47 ± 0. 05 , respectively. The fits to < IBTI > versus R give a
decline for Voyager 1 data which is more rapid than predicted by the spiral
model (R-1.20 ± 0. 07 ) whereas they give a decline for Voyager 2 data which
080 ± 0.06is less rapid than predicted ( R-- ). It is poss+.ble that this is
just a statistical effect, but recall that 'Voyager 1 and 2 sampled the
i
outer regions at different times, and near 1 1 U they were at different
latitudes, so we should not expect them to measure exactly the same
results. The fits to < IBN > versus R and < B > versus 'R give the same
exponents, within the uncertainties, for Voyager 1 and 2.
The scatter plots for the magnitudes of the 24-hr averages--I< B T >I,
I< B R > I and I< B  >1--versus R are shown in Figure 8 for the Voyager 1
data. Here one sees much more scatter than in Figure 7 mostly due to the
appearance of low values. This is expee;ted since sector boundaries,
filaments and fluctuations can give averages which are small or even zero.
For example, the length of the interval in question is ul 500 days (18 solar
rotations) for Voyager 1 and s 600 days (22.5 solar rotations) for Voyager
2; assuming 4 sector boundaries per solar rotation, one expects 75 to 90
"low" points from this effect alone. Because of the presence of
artifically low values, the intercepts of the least-squares-fit lines in
Figure 8 are smaller than those in Figures 7 (see Table 1). However, the
exponents describing the radial variations are not very sensitive to the
averaging method used. In particular, one finds for Voyager 1 that:	 i
r
< 
I B R 
0 > -PR-1.56 ± 0.06 versus I< BR >1 s 8-1.57 ± 0.11 < IBT I>
R-1.20 ± 0.07 versus I < BT > I s 8-0.52 +_ 0.010 and < I BN I > s
R-1.18 0.07 ver sus (< BN > I s 0. q2 ± 0.12
j
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We shall not show Vie corresponding scatter plots for the Voyager 2
data, but they closely resemble Figure 8. The best fit results are given
in Table 1, where one sees that they nre insensitive to the averaging
method tiled, and the Voyager 2 results are similar to the Voyager 1
results. The only exception to this last remark is the behavior of the BT
component whose exponent is larger for Voyager 2 than for Voyager 1. Note
that even though BT is the principal contributor to a, and BT is different
fcr Voyagers 1 and 2, the radial variation of B is essentially the same for
both spacecraft, viz. R-0. 15 ± 0.12 for Voyager 1 and R-0.14 ± 0.11 for
Voyaa,er 2.
Summarizing the results of this section, we find that:
	
1) BR(R)
appears to fall off less rapidly than predicted by the spiral model,
probably because the nominal value is analler than the, level of
fluctuations beyond 41 2.5 AU 2) The exponent describing the radial
variation of BT(R) varies from -0.56 to -1.20, depending on the data and
the averaging method used; 3) The amplitude of the normal component B  is
non-zero even when one considers j< B  >1, and the exponent describing its
radial variation is approximately -1.05 i 0.1.
5. ►'radial Variations of the Fluctuations in B
We have seen that the fluctuations in B with respect to the spiral
model can be Large even when 24-hr averages are used. In this section we
shall consider the variances on a analler scale--those associated with the
individual hour averages. These represent the microscale structure of the
solar wind, and they carry information about Alfvenic fluctuations,
discontinuities, etc., that occur on a scale < 0.01 AU. For each hour,
there are twu variances of interest: a22 = N-f CB i < B >) 2 , where Bi is
the field strength measured with a resolution of 48 sec and < B > is the
average field strength during the hour, and
a^ = N--1 f 1( X hi - < XR >) 2 + (X Ti - < XT >) 2 + (X Ni- < XN >)23'
where XRi , etc., are the components of P. We shall consider 24-hour
averages of a0, uc /B and a,,/B,
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The quantity < a > versus R, to which transverse fluctuations in B are
the dominant contributor, is shown in Figure g for both Voyager 1' and 2.
This clearly decreases with distance from the sun, and linear least squares
fits give ac o R-1.52 ± 0.07 and R-1.33 t 0,06 fot' Voyager 1 and 2,
respectively (see Table 1). These results are consistent with one another,
and they are consistent with an R-3/2 law, which is the prediction for
Alfven waves propagating outward without attenuation in a sp'nerically
symmetric solar wind (Whang, 1073; Hollweg, 1974; Belcher and Burchsted,
1074). Similar results have been found in data from previous experiments
at different distances and times. Although consistent with predominantly
undamped Al"fven waves, it does not necessarily imply the presence of them.
In pE.rticular, we cannot exclude the presence of convective structures ;;end
compressive modes, and we cannot excludo a saturated instability of Alf',ren
waves, This last point is clear from Figure. 10, which shows that < a /B >
is nearly constant at s 0.3 varying only as R-0.23 ± 0.05 and R-0.32 - 0.05
for Voyager 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, the value of < oc/B > s 0.3 could
be a saturation effect (Mariani et al., 1978).
Finally, let us consider the fluctuations in the strength of B relative
s
to this mean field strength. Figure 11 shows < aB/B > 24_-hr versus R for
Voyagers 1 and 2. The least squares fits show that this is essentially
independent of distance with a value of approximately 0.00 ± 0.07,
averaging over Voyager 1 and 2 (see Table 1). Thus, the variations in B
are shall, with an RMS which is approximately one third of that for the
transverse fluctuations. This is again consistent with earlier results
( see Behannon, 1 978)
	
Although small, they are nevertheless real and
significantly above the limits of sensitivity of the instrument
(quantization uncertainty ± 0.0022 nT) or the typical sensor noise level
(0.006 nT RMS over 8.3 Hz).
Summary
We have described and discussed the large-scale structure of the
.	 k
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the spiral field model gives a reasonable zeroth order description, but at
any given time the measured daily average of IB I or a component of B may
differ from the predicted value by a factor of 2 or more. The variability
observed by Voyagers 1 and 2 is aMyer°ently significantly greater than that
observed in the same region by Pioneers 10 and 11 fromi 1c.172 to 1975. The
difference is probably related Mo the fact that Voyagers 1 and 2 passed
through the region at a time of increasing solar :activity when there were
many transient disturbances, whereas Pioneer 10 and 11 passed through the
region in the declining phase of the solar cycle when the solar wind was
highly ordered and changed relatively slowly. The effect of temporal
variations was observed directly by Voyagers 1 and 2 themselves, bet0een R
and 5 AU, for they observed appreciably different magnetio field
distributions (IBI, a, and d) in this region even though they followed
nearly the same trajectory. We attribute this to temporal variations of
the interplanetary medium, because Voyager 2 traversed the region s 50 days
later than Voyager 1
It is customary to plot the B R , BT and B  components of g versus R
sine(, the theoretical expression for these variations is a simple power
law. We found that the radial (B R ) component falls off more slowly with R
than is predicted. We attribute this to the effect of a spectrum of
fluctuations, which is always present but is ignored in '::fie spiral, model.
We estimate that beyond s 2.5 AU the fluctuations in the radial direction
(e.g., due in part to transverse fluctuations in g) are larg<!r than the
theoretical BR component, which falls off rather fast with R ( R-2). The
azimuthal component of B (PT) falls off less rapidly with distance than the
radial component and it remains larger than the fluctuations in the field
out to 5 AU. Correspondingly, the observed variation of B T with R is in
better agreement with the spiral model than the radial component.
If the solar wind is changing while a spacecraft moves from 1 to 10 AU
a simple least square fit to BR and BT need not have an R' 2 and R 1
dependence respectively, even if there are no fluctuations. present. The
spiral model is a stationary model, and the solutions may be different for
different times: B R = BRe(t) R- 2 , BT = R To, '`t) R 1 . Accordingly, data
obtained over a long time interval could give "anomalous" radial
IT
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dependences for MR and BT if the source conditions change during the
interval. We have shown (Figure 4) that the mean field strength increased
between 1 977 and 1979. If this were due entirely to a change in the BR
component, one would expect to observe B R P R-1.9 instead of R-2,; In fact,
we %bserve BR s R-1.5. so the long term variation cannot occount f^.r this
dependence. As discussed above, the R- 1.5 dependence is more likely to be
the result of the fluctuations that are present.
We have also considered the radial variation of the 24-hr averages of
the hour-average RMS ac (due to small-scale fluctuations in all the
components of B) and of vB/B (due to small-scale 'fluctuations in the
magnitude of B. We found that the variation of a c (R)was consistent with
the prediction of Alfve'n waves propagating outward without attenuation, but
we also noted that oc/B was approximately constant, consistent with a
saturation effect. In general, a B 0 0, so the fluctuations are not pure
Alfv4n waves, and one expects contributions due to anall-scale
inhomogeneiti,es and large-scale gradients in B. Nevertheless, uB << ors
and the fluctuations are Alfv gnic in this sense.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
FIGURE 1
	
The radial variation of B(R) in heliographic coordinates,
observed by Voyager 1 between 1 AU and 5 AU. Tine cure; B P -
A (1/R2
 (1	 R2) 112 is the prediction of the spiral model:
for DR 1 /V	 1, and the coefficient of this curve was obtained
by a least squares fit of 109 BF to the measurements, log
81. The two curves for X(R) are the spiral model curves.
FIGURE 2	 The radial variation of B(R) in heliographic coordinates,
observed by Voyager 2 (see the caption for Figure 1).
FIGUREE33	 The distributions of B/B P in increments of 1 AU based on
daily averages of JBI. BP is the theoretical value from the
spiral model curves shown in Figures 1 and 2.
FIGURE 4	 The distribution of hour averages of JBI = B measured by
IMPs 7 and 8 at 1 AU, for the years 1976, 1977, 1,078 and
1979.
FIGURE 5
	
The distributions of a	 Ap, in increments of 1 AU for
Voyagers 1 and 2; here A  is the theoretical value given by
the spiral model AP(R) = -tan- 1 ( R 1 WV)/R), where V is the
measured solar wind speed
FIGURE 6
	
The distributions of d in increments of 1 AU for Voyagers 1
and 2.
FIGURE 7
	
Radial variations of the 24-hr averages of the absolute
values of the hour averaged IB l and components of B measured
by Voyager 1. The dashed curves are derived from the spiral
model (see the caption of Figure 1). The solid curves are
linear least squares fits to log B  vs log R, I= R, T, N and
total magnitude.
I
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FIGURE 8
	
Radial variations of the abso?ute values of the 24-hour
averages of the components of 8 measured by Voyager 1 (sPr
the caption of Figure 7).
M
FIGURE 9	 Radial variations of 24-hour averages of a c , where ac is the
RMS of a component of 
s 
measured in an hour-interval. The
lines are linear least squares fits to log ac vs log R.
FIGURE 10	 Radial variations at the 24-hour averages of ac/% ( see Figure
10).
FIGURE 11
	
Radial variations of the 24-hour averages of u /B, where a.
is the RMS of the magnitude of B measured in an hour-interval
and B is the average field strength for that hour. The lines
are linear least squares fits to log (oB/B) vs log R.
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